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Abstract: To reproduce the natural flow topography in a laboratory environment, it is crucial to
recapture its bed condition in order to ensure the accurate representation. Water-worked bed
represents a state-of-the-art experimentally formed bed to imitate the natural-formed channel in
most rivers or natural streams. Recently, this technique has been intensively studied through
experimental and computational approaches; however, its actual influence towards the near-bed
flow as compared to experimentally prepared rough bed in well-packed bedform order are still yet
to be investigated deeply. This experimental study systematically investigated and compared the
differences in velocity distribution and three-dimensional (3D) turbulence characteristics, including
turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses, between uniform smooth bed, laboratory-prepared
rough bed and water-worked bed open channel flows. The flow comparisons were concentrated at
near-bed region where clear flow behaviour change can be observed. Through these comparisons,
the study inspected the characteristics of water-worked bedform thoroughly, in order to inform future
experimental research that tries to reproduce natural stream behaviours.
Keywords: smooth bed; rough bed; water-worked bed; near-bed flow; uniform flow; velocity distribution;
turbulence intensity; Reynolds stress; 3D turbulence characteristics

1. Introduction
The accurate prediction of natural flow characteristics is important to identify natural hazards
and their potential impacts to society. To ensure that the condition for natural flow tests conducted
at a laboratory environment adequately reflects naturally formed rough bed channel flows,
the water-worked sediment bed has been investigated [1,2]. In those experimental studies, static
sediment amour layers were established by using the water-worked concept, where the sediment was
fed to gradually form amour layers and to fill up the whole water flume bed. The transported materials
were fed using a maintained water discharge until its transport rate diminished. This concept can create
a non-moving deposited surface topography suitable to represent the natural open channel rough
bed, which is usually produced in similar water-worked manner. As suggested by Coleman et al. [3]
after studying different forms of rough bed, the bed-form and its roughness can effectively alter
the time-averaged spatial velocity and turbulence characteristics, particularly at inner flow region;
thus, the water-worked bedform should impact the flow characteristics especially at near-bed flow.
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The state-of-the-art water-worked bed technique has been actively studied through both
experimental [4] and computational approaches [5]. However, to date there has been a lack of studies
that look into comparing the smooth and experimentally arranged well-packed rough bed to the
water-worked bed flow’s velocity distribution and turbulence characteristics, which is potentially
an important indicator to the key influence of the mimicked natural bed-form to flow. In efforts to
compare the well-packed rough and smooth bed flows by Nezu and Rodi [6], Nezu and Nakagawa [7],
and Nezu and Azuma [8], the turbulence intensity of the rough bed flow was represented by the similar
characteristics as the smooth bed flow, as they were found to be represented by the same exponential
formula. This similar characteristic assumption was suggested to be sufficient to represent the studied
smooth and rough bed flows in laboratory environment; however, for the natural flow where its
bed-form layer is less uniform and more unsorted, the same assumption may not be exactly followed.
The three-dimensional (3D) turbulence characteristics, including the time-averaged turbulence
intensity and Reynolds stress, can be produced by the Reynolds decomposition process using the
instantaneous flow velocities in streamwise, lateral and vertical directions. To represent velocity
distribution of open channel flow, the law of wake suggested by Coles [9] is usually used
(improved from the law of wall first suggested by Keulegan [10] for rectangular open channel flow),
as it is equipped with a wake correction term to more accurately represent the outer region of the flow
velocity distribution. The boundary friction velocity is often used to normalise the turbulence intensity
and Reynolds stress, in order to allow universal comparison between different sets of data collected
under different hydraulic and bed conditions.
This study compared the near-bed uniform flow turbulence characteristics, including turbulence
intensity and Reynolds stress, over smooth, rough and water-worked beds to identify the impact
of water-worked bed to the time-averaged spatial flow turbulence characteristics. The investigation
also included study of their respective flow velocity distribution profiles, in order to determine the
water-worked bed impact to near-bed flow velocity. In addition, the proposed results in this study
were compared and validated with findings from literature. Since to date there is a lack of studies that
look into the afore-mentioned issue to compare water-worked bed with smooth and experimentally
arranged rough bed flows altogether, this study can fill this knowledge void and inform future
water-worked bed research.
2. Experimental Description
In this section, the friction velocity, experimental instrumentation (including the hydraulic flume
and flow velocimeter used), flow conditions as well as bed boundary conditions are described in detail.
2.1. Friction Velocity
Two common approaches to determine the friction velocity are (refer to detailed study by
Biron et al. [11]): (1) the measured Reynolds stress profile’s extrapolation method; and (2) the energy
gradient method. These approaches have been proven to reasonably calculate the friction velocity in
different bed conditions [12,13], providing that the bed surface layer condition is relatively uniform
through streamwise space. Among the methods, the extrapolation approach is heavily dependent on
the near-bed Reynolds stress measurements; and for the measuring technique utilised in this study,
Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV), the quality of measured signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be
sensitive to signal reflections near to the wall region as studied by Yu and Tan [14]. In comparison,
the energy gradient method involves the use of basic flow parameters, such as the hydraulic radius
and bed slope, hence theoretically it should be more error-resistant in estimating friction velocity as
proven in Pu et al. [5] and Pu [15]. Thus, the energy gradient method was utilised in this study.
2.2. Experimental Instrumentations
The utilised flume has dimensions of 12 m × 0.50 m × 0.45 m, and is located in the Hydraulic
Laboratory at the University of Bradford, UK (for details, refer to studies by Pu and Shao [16],
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and Pu et al. [5]). The flume functions with a recirculation flow system, in which the outlet water
discharges into an end-channel tank then pumps back into the flume to be re-used. The flume has
been built by smooth glass walls and stainless-steel base. A flat tilting gate is located at the end of the
channel to control both flow elevation and velocity in the flume.
Two parallel tracks are located at the top of the flume to attach and hold measurement trolleys
used to secure the utilised ADV and Vernier water gauge measuring equipment in the intended
measuring position. The ADV used is equipped with down-looking probes, which is a product of the
Nortek Ltd. (Vectrino ADV). It is also equipped with the four-probe receiver, which can significantly
reduce the noise signal of collected measurements as compared to the three-probe receiver ADV,
discussed in Blanckaert and Lemmin [17].
As a manufacturing feature, the ADV has a measuring limitation of 5 cm distance downward
from the probe location, which restricts the data collection at 5 cm vertical distance near to the
water-free surface. However, in our open channel flow application, the key focus is on the data
collection at near-bed flow region with ratio for the vertical distance to water flow depth (z/δ)
of less than 0.4; hence, the aforementioned ADV restriction has no measurement impact to the
present study. Also, the velocity-signals checking method is embedded into the Vectrino ADV for its
data post-processing, in order to remove signal errors.
2.3. Experimental Conditions
In Table 1, a summary has been presented to outline all the experimental setups for the smooth,
rough and water-worked bed uniform flows tested in this experimental study. To ensure that the fully
developed uniform flow has been generated, this experimental study adopts the strategy to measure
separate velocity distribution profiles at 3, 5, 6, 7 and 10 m to confirm the uniform flow characteristic.
After comparing those separate profiles, all of them recorded almost identical velocity distribution
characteristic (including their profile patterns and depth-averaged velocity values), suggesting the
self-similarity nature of the fully developed uniform flow. Due to the similar nature of their profiles,
the mid-stream 6 m profile has been used to represent all uniform flow profiles at different locations.
Table 1. Summary of basic experimental hydraulic and geometric conditions in smooth, rough and
water-worked bed flows † .
Test No.

Q (L/s)

U (m/s)

δ (m)

Fr (-)

u* (m/s)

Bed Condition

Flow Feature

1
2
3

40.5
40.5
40.5

0.667
0.687
0.687

0.135
0.131
0.131

0.579
0.606
0.606

0.0283
0.0536
0.0598

Smooth
Rough
Water-Worked

Uniform
Uniform
Uniform

Notes: † Q is the flow discharge; U is the flume averaged velocity
√ where U = Q/(b*δ); b is the width of channel; δ is
the water flow depth; Fr is the Froude number where Fr = U/ (g*δ); g is the gravitational acceleration; and u* is
friction velocity.

The velocity point measurements have been recorded at multiple vertical positions to establish
full flow profile within the studied near-bed flow region. At each ADV sampling point, the minimum
allowable sampling volume is 1 mm3 . In this study, this minimum volume has been adopted for its
measurements; however, for the measuring point with low SNR ratio, this sampling volume was
increased to improve the sampling point accuracy. All point measurements have been conducted at a
frequency of 100 Hz for 5 min of sampling duration.
2.4. Rough and Water-Worked Beds Forming
The water-worked bed in this study was gradually formed by using various static amour layers
of sediment. The process started with feeding of sediment into upstream of the flume at a constant
rate of 280 g/s. A conveyor system was utilised upstream of the flume to release sediment by the
designed uniform rate. During the whole process of sediment amour layers forming, the water flow
was maintained at a uniform 100 mm of depth with a discharge of 40.5 L/s. The whole water-worked
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bed forming process took days of continuous flush stream, and the bed was determined to be in nonbed forming process took days of continuous flush stream, and the bed was determined to be in
moving condition when the average bed change throughout the whole channel was less than 0.2 d50.
non-moving condition when the average bed change throughout the whole channel was less than
The sediment release rate, which was calculated using the Meyer-Peter–Muller formula, was
0.2 d50 . The sediment release rate, which was calculated using the Meyer-Peter–Muller formula,
designed
to allow the sediment bed to achieve a static condition through-flow flushing where the
was designed to allow the sediment bed to achieve a static condition through-flow flushing where the
critical shear stress of sediment is used as the guide for its threshold motion.
critical shear stress of sediment is used as the guide for its threshold motion.
After the bed feeding was completed and the static sediment layers fully established, the
After the bed feeding was completed and the static sediment layers fully established, the sediment
sediment bed elevation was measured from a distance of 1.5 m from the upstream end to 3.0 m from
bed elevation was measured from a distance of 1.5 m from the upstream end to 3.0 m from the
the downstream end across a width of 0.05 m to 0.40 m (refer to Figure 1a). From Figure 1b, it can be
downstream end across a width of 0.05 m to 0.40 m (refer to Figure 1a). From Figure 1b, it can
observed that the width-averaged bed elevation formed a relatively steady sediment slope of 9.0 ×
be observed that the width-averaged
bed elevation formed a relatively steady sediment slope of
10−3 (with
a regression coefficient R2 of 0.988). Beds with the same slope and materials were also
9.0 × 10−3 (with a regression coefficient R2 of 0.988). Beds with the same slope and materials were
experimentally arranged to test the well-packed bedform as shown in Figure 1c,d. Comparing the
also experimentally arranged to test the well-packed bedform as shown in Figure 1c,d. Comparing the
water-worked and experimentally prepared beds in Figure 1, we could observe that the waterwater-worked and experimentally prepared beds in Figure 1, we could observe that the water-worked
worked concept creates a much uneven bedform; even though both beds showed relatively smooth
concept creates a much uneven bedform;
even though both beds showed relatively smooth slope
slope (with regression coefficients
R2 of 0.988 and 0.995, respectively). The bed materials used were
2
(with regression coefficients R of 0.988 and 0.995, respectively). The bed materials used were
natural river gravels with the grain sizes of d16 = 3.81 mm, d50 = 6.62 mm and d84 = 7.94 mm and density
natural river gravels with the grain sizes of d16 = 3.81 mm, d50 = 6.62 mm and d84 = 7.94 mm and
of 2823.8 kg/m3. d50 was 3used in this study to representatively
determine the Nikuradse’s equivalent
density of 2823.8 kg/m . d50 was used in this study to representatively determine the Nikuradse’s
roughness ks as suggested by
Dey and Raikar [13] using flow tests from different gravel sizes. Figure
equivalent roughness ks as suggested by Dey and Raikar [13] using flow tests from different gravel
2 shows the comparative
bed conditions of water-worked rough bed (Figure 2a) and arranged rough
sizes. Figure 2 shows the comparative bed conditions of water-worked rough bed (Figure 2a) and
bed (Figure 2b). Since the same flow condition was tested on these rough beds, the static bed
arranged rough bed (Figure 2b). Since the same flow condition was tested on these rough beds,
condition was also consistently maintained for the rough bed flow test.
the static bed condition was also consistently maintained for the rough bed flow test.

Figure 1. (a)
(a) 3D
3D sediment
sediment elevation
elevation and
and (b) width-averaged
sediment elevation
elevation measured
measured for the
width-averaged sediment
water-worked bed;
width-averaged
sediment
elevation
measured
for
water-worked
bed;(c)
(c)3D
3Dsediment
sedimentelevation
elevationand
and(d)(d)
width-averaged
sediment
elevation
measured
experimentally
arranged
rough
bed.bed.
for
experimentally
arranged
rough
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Comparisonofof(a)
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water-worked
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Figure 2.
bed
andand
(b) (b)
experimentally
prepared
roughrough
bed inbed
lab flume.
flume.

3. Velocity Profile
3. Velocity Profile
To understand the influence of smooth, rough and water-worked beds on flow, their uniform flow
To understand the influence of smooth, rough and water-worked beds on flow, their uniform
velocity profiles were used for comparison. In this study, in order to show the flow phenomenon to
flow velocity profiles were used for comparison. In this study, in order to show the flow phenomenon
compare those bedforms, the flows up to region z/δ = 0.4 were recorded. This measured depth can
to compare those bedforms, the flows up to region z/δ = 0.4 were recorded. This measured depth can
effectively capture the inner flow at near-bed region (z/δ < 0.2) plus the measured profile up to where
effectively capture the inner flow at near-bed region (z/δ < 0.2) plus the measured profile up to where
each flow on different beds fully establishes its velocity distribution identity as compared to the law of
each flow on different beds fully establishes its velocity distribution identity as compared to the law
wake (0.2 < z/δ < 0.4). For all the measured data, the lowest near-wall measurements were designed to
of wake (0.2 < z/δ < 0.4). For all the measured data, the lowest near-wall measurements were designed
start from 1 mm position above the wall and at least 6–7 point measurements were taken within the
to start from 1 mm position above the wall and at least 6–7 point measurements were taken within
inner flow region; these could ensure the full representation of near-bed flow characteristics.
the inner flow region; these could ensure the full representation of near-bed flow characteristics.
In this study, the normalised flow velocity profile can be represented by the law of wake as:
In this study, the normalised flow velocity profile can be represented by the law of wake as:
 · z

2Π
1
+ 
+
2sin22 π
 ln1 z
+
B
+
(1)
Smooth
Bed
Flow
Formula:
u
=
r
Smooth Bed Flow Formula: u κ ln z  Br  κ sin  2 · zδ
(1)
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)
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Rough Bed Flow Formula: u  
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r




 2 
where u+ = u(z)/u∗ , z+ = (u∗ · z)/ν, e
z = (z − zo )/k s , u(z) is flow velocity at z distance, u∗ = friction
velocity,uz =vertical
bed crest,
u* =
z   z  zovertical
u  z  is flowelevation
where
u  z  / u*elevation,
, z    uz* o z= flow
/  , reference
velocity from
at z rough
distance,
 / ks , displacement
and ν = kinematic viscosity. zo used in this study followed a model suggested in van Rijn [18] and Dey
friction velocity, z = vertical elevation, zo = flow reference vertical displacement elevation from rough
and Raikar [13], and it was assumed to be equivalent to 0.25 ks below the top particle bed. The first
bed crest, and ν = kinematic viscosity. zo used in this study followed
a model suggested in van Rijn
two expressions on the right-hand side of Equations (1) and (2) provide the law of wall function,
[18] and Dey and Raikar [13], and it was assumed to be equivalent to 0.25 ks below the top particle
and the inclusion of the last item on the right-hand side represents the wake function to the log law.
bed. The first two expressions on the right-hand side of Equations (1) and (2) provide the law of wall
Utilising the full law of wake, Equations (1) and (2) can effectively calculate the law of wall’s function
function, and the inclusion of the last item on the right-hand side represents the wake function to the
at inner flow region and law of wake’s function at outer flow region; hence, it is employed in this study.
log law. Utilising the full law of wake, Equations (1) and (2) can effectively calculate the law of wall’s
In previous studies, relatively consistent values have been proposed for the von Karman
function at inner flow region and law of wake’s function at outer flow region; hence, it is employed
constant κ. A range of 0.40–0.42 for κ was suggested for the smooth bed flows reported in Coles [9]
in this study.
and Cardoso et al. [19]; whereas, κ ≈ 0.40 was proposed for the rough bed flow investigated by
In previous studies, relatively consistent values have been proposed for the von Karman
Song et al. [20]. In recent investigation, a universal κ ≈ 0.41 ± 5% was proposed by Auel et al. [21] for
constant κ. A range of 0.40–0.42 for κ was suggested for the smooth bed flows reported in Coles [9]
both smooth and rough bed flows after reviewing works from different studies. For log law integration
and Cardoso et al. [19]; whereas, κ ≈ 0.40 was proposed for the rough bed flow investigated by Song
constant Br in Equations (1) and (2), it was proposed as Br ≈ 4.90 for smooth bed uniform flows in both
et al. [20]. In
recent investigation, a universal κ ≈ 0.41 ± 5% was proposed by Auel et al. [21] for both
Mellor and Gibson [22], and Anwar and Atkins [23]; and Br ≈ 5.10 in Coles [9], and Cardoso et al. [19].
smooth and rough bed flows after reviewing works from different studies. For log law integration
On the other hand, in rough bed uniform flow studies, B was found to be 8.47 ± 0.90 by Kironoto
constant Br in Equations (1) and (2), it was proposed as Br ≈r4.90 for smooth bed uniform flows in both
and Graf [24], 8.42 ± 0.22 by Song et al. [20], and 7.80 ± 0.37 by Dey and Raikar [13]. In comparison
Mellor and Gibson [22], and Anwar and Atkins [23]; and Br ≈ 5.10 in Coles [9], and Cardoso et al. [19].
of different literature studies, the rough bed flow showed higher Br value than the smooth bed flow,
On the other hand, in rough bed uniform flow studies, Br was found
to be 8.47 ± 0.90 by Kironoto and
due to their different basics of log law integration using e
z and z+ , respectively.
Graf [24], 8.42 ± 0.22 by Song et al. [20], and 7.80 ± 0.37 by Dey and Raikar [13]. In comparison of
different literature studies, the rough bed flow showed higher Br value than the smooth bed flow,
due to their different basics of log law integration using z and z  , respectively.
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In the studies of the wake parameter, Π, different estimates were given to the smooth bed uniform
flow, in which higher value has been proposed by Nezu and Rodi [6]: Π = 0.20; and lower values by
Kirkgoz [25]: Π = 0.10, Steffer et al. [26]: Π = 0.08~0.15, and Cardoso et al. [19]: Π = 0.079 ± 0.093. Π
was found in the uniform rough bed flows to be 0.09 by Kironoto and Graf [24], 0.08 by Song et al. [20],
and 0.110 ± 0.026 by Dey and Raikar [13]. Comparing various studies discussed above, Π shows no
distinct value for flows with different bed roughness conditions.
Figure 3a–c present the u+ distribution profile for Tests 1–3, respectively, and they are used
to empirically calculate κ, Br and Π constants found in Equations (1) and (2). These constants are
also compared against the proposed values from the literature. The friction velocity in this test is
obtained using the bed shear stress computed from the uniform flow’s zero pressure gradient approach,
i.e., at Equation (3). The calculated u* of each test are presented at Table 1. In this study, separate
velocity profiles were measured for all smooth, rough and water-worked bed flow tests along the
channel at five different locations (3 to 10 m from the flume inlet). In each test, their profiles at different
locations coincide with each other, which has confirmed the self-similarity of the fully developed
uniform flow.
p
u∗ = gRSo
(3)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, R is the hydraulic radius, and So is the bed slope. In Figure 3a,
the smooth bed flow measurements show the values of κ, Br and Π constants to be 0.43, 4.7 and 0.0754,
respectively. These parameters are found to be consistent with most of the other smooth bed uniform
flow studies discussed above; however, κ = 0.43 is found to be at the higher end of κ range suggested in
the review study by Auel et al. [21]. On the other hand, Figure 3b,c are used to calculate the empirical
constants for the rough bed flow (κ = 0.44, Br = 7.4, and Π = 0.0792) and for the water-worked bed
flow (κ = 0.44, Br = 6.3, and Π = 0.0767). The smooth bed flow κ and Π have presented consistent
values with those of the rough and water-worked bed flows. However, both water-worked and
rough bed flows report higher Br value than the smooth bed flow. Our measured Br values for the
rough and water-worked bed flows show distinct difference with each other (Br = 7.4 for rough bed
flow; and Br = 6.3 for water-worked bed flow), in which Br value for rough bed flow shows closer
resemblance to literature findings (i.e., Br = 7.80 ± 0.37 by Dey and Raikar [13]). Interestingly, Br = 6.3
for water-worked bed flow is lower than most reported values in the laboratory-prepared rough bed
uniform flow literatures (i.e., Br = 8.47 ± 0.90 by Kironoto and Graf [24], 8.42 ± 0.22 by Song et al. [20],
and 7.80 ± 0.37 by Dey and Raikar [13]). This suggests that the water-worked bed has clear influence
on the magnitude of the velocity profile at the near-bed flow region, as Br in Equation (2) can control
the order of magnitude for the whole law of wake. Due to the dissimilar basics of log law integration
for Equations (1) and (2), i.e., using the basics of z+ and e
z, the log law integration constant Br values
for smooth and rough beds (including experimentally arranged rough and water-worked beds) cannot
be consistently linked to each other. The general trend of their comparison shows that the smooth
bed flow’s Br is smaller than those of the rough bed flows. Comparison of the wake parameter also
reveals that the water-worked bed has not altered Π in velocity profile compared to other flow tests,
which shows its insignificant influence on the wake function that mainly governs the profile at outer
flow region (at z/δ > 0.2), and this finding is also agreed by the study of Pu [27] on different smooth
and rough bed flows.

integration constant Br values for smooth and rough beds (including experimentally arranged rough
and water-worked beds) cannot be consistently linked to each other. The general trend of their
comparison shows that the smooth bed flow’s Br is smaller than those of the rough bed flows.
Comparison of the wake parameter also reveals that the water-worked bed has not altered П in
velocity profile compared to other flow tests, which shows its insignificant influence on the wake
function
Water 2017,
9, 668that mainly governs the profile at outer flow region (at z/δ > 0.2), and this finding is also7 of 13
agreed by the study of Pu [27] on different smooth and rough bed flows.
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Figure 3. Measured normalised flow velocity profile over (a) smooth bed (Test 1), (b) rough bed (Test

Figure 3. Measured normalised flow velocity profile over (a) smooth bed (Test 1), (b) rough bed (Test 2),
2), and (c) water-worked bed (Test 3).
and (c) water-worked bed (Test 3).

4. Turbulence Characteristics

4. Turbulence Characteristics

In order to carry out the turbulence characteristic analysis, the 3D turbulence intensities of all

smooth,
andout
water-worked
bed flow
tests were investigated.
This
uses theintensities
well-knownof all
In
orderrough
to carry
the turbulence
characteristic
analysis, the
3Dstudy
turbulence
finding
of Nezu
[28] to express the
3Dflow
turbulence
intensities
in exponential
form asuses
follows:
smooth,
rough
and water-worked
bed
tests were
investigated.
This study
the well-known
finding of Nezu [28] to express the 3D turbulence
intensities in exponential form as follows:
2

p

u'
  z /
 D1e 1  
u
2 *

u0
= D1 e−λ1 (z/δ)
u∗
2
p v '  D2 e  2  z / 
v02u*
= D2 e−λ2 (z/δ)
u∗
p w '2
  z /
 D3e 3  
w 02
u*= D3 e−λ3 (z/δ)
u∗

(4)

(4)
(5)

(5)
(6)

(6)

v’ and
w’ are
velocityfluctuations
fluctuations in
in streamwise,
andand
vertical
directions,
wherewhere
u’, v’u’,
and
w’ are
thethe
3D3D
velocity
streamwise,transverse
transverse
vertical
directions,
respectively, and D1, D2, D3, λ1, λ2 and λ3 are all empirical constants for turbulence intensities.
respectively, and D1 , D2 , D3 , λ1 , λ2 and λ3 are all empirical constants for turbulence intensities.
We can observe from Figures 4–6 that all the measured smooth, rough and water-worked bed
We can observe from Figures 4–6 that all the measured smooth, rough and water-worked bed flow
flow turbulence intensity profiles (symbols) are represented well by Equations (4)–(6) (lines). In
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profiles
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well
Equations
(4)–(6) (lines).
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verticalintensity
to transverse
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comparison,
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that
D
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2
2
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4–6 compare
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literature
findings. D
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that
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higher than
values.
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be a result
from our flow
study
in Figures
4–6
compare
reasonably
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that λ1
up tohigher
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this slightvalues.
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is slightly
than
This
can be
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in which
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difference
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which suggests that it is not influenced by bed condition.
rough and water-worked bed flows in this study obtain the same result of λ1 , which suggests that it is
not influenced by bed condition.
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When the 3D turbulence intensity profiles are analysed between the smooth bed flow at Figure 4
Water 2017, 9, 668
of 13
and
rough bed flows (including laboratory prepared and water-worked beds) at Figures 59 and
6,
clear differences can be identified in the transverse and vertical profiles, in which the rough
When the 3D turbulence intensity profiles are analysed between the smooth bed flow at Figure
bed flows show higher profiles than the smooth bed flow. In comparison, the water-worked
4 and rough bed flows (including laboratory prepared and water-worked beds) at Figures 5 and 6,
bedclear
flow
presents can
higher
transverse
and
vertical and
turbulence
intensity
thebed
flow
over
differences
be identified
in the
transverse
vertical profiles,
in profiles
which thethan
rough
flows
experimentally
prepared
rough
bed, which
that the less-even
bed topography
created
by the
show higher profiles
than
the smooth
bed suggests
flow. In comparison,
the water-worked
bed flow
presents
water-worked
concept
can
cause
larger
flow
turbulence
and
velocity
fluctuation.
This
finding
that
higher transverse and vertical turbulence intensity profiles than the flow over experimentallythe
water-worked
bedbed,
alters
flowsuggests
turbulence
distribution
compared
with by
a laboratory-prepared
prepared rough
which
thatintensity
the less-even
bed topography
created
the water-worked
rough
bed can
has cause
not presented
inturbulence
most laboratory
findings
from other
published
works;
thus, this study
concept
larger flow
and velocity
fluctuation.
This
finding that
the water-worked
contributes
to
a
further
understanding
for
the
caution
to
reproduce
natural
flow
in
laboratory
scale.
bed alters flow turbulence intensity distribution compared with a laboratory-prepared rough bed has
However,
more water-worked
bed setups
should
bepublished
investigated
in future
to fully
establish
not presented
in most laboratory
findings
fromalso
other
works;
thus, studies
this study
contributes
tovalidate
a furtheritsunderstanding
for the caution to reproduce natural flow in laboratory scale. However,
and
key characteristics.
more water-worked bed setups should also be investigated in future studies to fully establish and
Table its
2. key
Empirical
constants from the present study and literature for turbulence intensity
validate
characteristics.
exponential law.
Table 2. Empirical constants from the present study and literature for turbulence intensity
exponential
law.
Sources
D1
D2
D3
λ1
λ2
λ3
Bed Condition(s)
Present
Study
Sources
Present
Present Study
Study
Present
Present Study
Study
Cardoso
al. [19]
PresentetStudy
Dey
and
Raikar
[13]
Cardoso et al. [19]
Kironoto and Graf [24]
Dey and Raikar [13]
Nezu and Azuma [8]
Kironoto and Graf [24]
Nezu and Nakagawa [7]
Nezu and Azuma [8]
Nezu and Rodi [6]
Nezu and Nakagawa [7]
Nezu and Rodi [6]

2.50 D1
2.502.50
2.502.50
2.282.50
2.072.28
2.04
2.07
2.30
2.04
2.30
2.30
2.26
2.30
2.26

1.60D2
1.90
1.60
2.10
1.90
- 2.10
- 1.63
1.63
-

1.50
D3
1.70
1.50
1.80
1.70
-1.80
1.171.14
1.17
1.27
1.14
1.27
1.27
1.23
1.27
1.23

1.50
λ1
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.08
1.50
0.95
1.08
0.97
0.95
1.00
0.97
1.00
1.00
0.88
1.00
0.88

1.00
λ2
1.20
1.00
1.20
1.20
1.20
-1.00
1.00
-

0.60
λ3
1.00
0.60
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.69
0.76
0.69
1.00
0.76
1.00
1.00
0.67
1.00
0.67

BedSmooth
Condition(s)
Rough
Smooth
Water-Worked
Rough
Smooth
Water-Worked
Rough
Smooth
Rough
Rough
Smooth & Rough
Rough
Smooth & Rough
Smooth & Rough
Smooth & Rough
Smooth & Rough
Smooth & Rough

Figure
6. 6.
Measured
profilesfor
forwater-worked
water-workedbed
bedflow
flow
(Test
Figure
Measurednormalised
normalisedturbulence
turbulence intensity profiles
(Test
3).3).
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Further
of the normalised Reynolds stress profiles for the smooth, 10
rough
Water
2017, 9,comparison
668
of 13 and
water-worked bed flows are presented in Figure 7. The universal distribution given in Nezu and
Further
of the normalised
Reynolds
profiles
for the
rough
and waterNakagawa
[7] tocomparison
represent normalised
Reynolds
stressstress
in both
smooth
andsmooth,
rough bed
flows,
as showing
worked
bed
flows
are
presented
in
Figure
7.
The
universal
distribution
given
in
Nezu
and
in Equation (7), is also used to compare with the measured data. From Figure 7, all flowNakagawa
measurements
to represent normalised Reynolds stress in both smooth and rough bed flows, as showing in
over[7]
smooth,
rough and water-worked beds observably retain the characteristic of the universal
Equation (7), is also used to compare with the measured data. From Figure 7, all flow measurements
Reynolds stress distribution within inner flow region by z/δ = 0.2.
over smooth, rough and water-worked beds observably retain the characteristic of the universal
Reynolds stress distribution within inner flow region by z/δ = 0.2.

u0w0
z
= 1−
(7)
uu∗ 2' w '
zδ
 2  1
(7)

u*
At z/δ < 0.2, we can observe that the Reynolds
stress for water-worked bed flow takes longer
vertical distance
to we
collapse
into universal
distribution,
i.e.,water-worked
at about z/δ
= flow
0.15,takes
if compared
to
At z/δ < 0.2,
can observe
that the Reynolds
stress for
bed
longer
vertical
distance
into=universal
distribution,
i.e.,flow
at about
z/δ = 0.15, iftocompared
rough
rough
bed flow,
i.e.,toatcollapse
about z/δ
0.12. The
smooth bed
convergence
universaltodistribution
bed flow,
i.e.,shortest
at aboutvertical
z/δ = 0.12.distance
The smooth
bed flow convergence
to universal
distribution happens
happens
in the
if compared
with both rough
and water-worked
bed flows.
in
the
shortest
vertical
distance
if
compared
with
both
rough
and
water-worked
bed
flows.
The
waterThe water-worked bed has the roughest boundary topography among all studied flows, and this causes
worked bed has the roughest boundary topography among all studied flows, and this causes the flow
the flow to have the thickest unsettled turbulent shear layer at the near-bed region. However, this
to have the thickest unsettled turbulent shear layer at the near-bed region. However, this turbulent
turbulent shear layer was self-diminishing in the inner flow region within z/δ < 0.2, and the created
shear layer was self-diminishing in the inner flow region within z/δ < 0.2, and the created waterwater-worked
surface
amour
haspresented
not presented
persistence
disturbance
to flow
higher
flow
worked bedbed
surface
amour
layerlayer
has not
persistence
disturbance
to higher
depth
ofdepth
of Reynolds
stress
profile,
i.e.,
at
outer
flow
region.
This
proves
that
the
generated
water-worked
Reynolds stress profile, i.e., at outer flow region. This proves that the generated water-worked bed
bed can
can be
bepotentially
potentially
used
to represent
natural
flowexperiences
that experiences
long flushing
reach a
used
to represent
natural
flow that
long flushing
to reach atoselfself-smoothing
effectininitsits
near-bed
turbulent
shear
smoothing effect
near-bed
turbulent
shear
layer.layer.

−

Figure 7. Measured normalised Reynolds stress profiles over smooth bed (Test 1), rough bed (Test 2),

Figure 7. Measured normalised Reynolds stress profiles over smooth bed (Test 1), rough bed (Test 2),
and water-worked bed (Test 3).
and water-worked bed (Test 3).

5. Conclusions

5. Conclusions

The velocity profile and 3D turbulence characteristics of separate smooth, rough and waterworked
bed flows
were investigated
and compared
in this study. All
flows smooth,
were maintained
The velocity
profile
and 3D turbulence
characteristics
of tested
separate
rough and
in
uniform
flow
condition
throughout
their
tests.
For
the
velocity
distribution
profiles
of
each
flow, were
water-worked bed flows were investigated and compared in this study. All tested flows
most
of
their
von
Karman
constants
κ,
log
law
integration
constants
B
r and wake parameters П were
maintained in uniform flow condition throughout their tests. For the velocity distribution profiles
compared
well von
to previous
studies;
however,
Br = law
6.3 found
from theconstants
water-worked
bed wake
of each
flow, reasonably
most of their
Karman
constants
κ, log
integration
Br and
flow test was lower than most literature findings which showed the water-worked bed influence on

parameters Π were compared reasonably well to previous studies; however, Br = 6.3 found from the
water-worked bed flow test was lower than most literature findings which showed the water-worked
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bed influence on the magnitude of the velocity profile at near-bed flow region. The comparison also
showed that the smooth bed flow’s Br is smaller than those of the laboratory-prepared rough and
water-worked bed flows. When the turbulence intensity was analysed, its streamwise profile showed
close similarity between the smooth, rough and water-worked bed flows. Flow over rough beds,
including experimentally prepared rough and water-worked beds, presented higher transverse and
vertical turbulence intensity profiles than the smooth bed flow. In comparison, the water-worked bed
flow showed transverse and vertical turbulence intensity profiles higher than the experimentally
prepared rough bed flow due to the rougher bed condition created through the water-worked
concept, that caused higher turbulence and velocity fluctuations. This study also identified that
the water-worked bed flow caused higher near-bed disturbance to Reynolds stress profile when
compared to smooth and rough bed flows; however, the disturbance showed feeble characteristic and
was diminished within inner flow region. Overall, this study has successfully set up a test on the
water-worked bed flow to identify a possible way to reproduce similar natural flow’s bed condition
in laboratory scale. However, due to this wide but important topic of natural flow reproduction in
laboratory scale, studies on more different flow and bed setups will be needed in future works to more
clearly identify further distinct features of the water-worked bed flow.
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Nomenclatures
Br
d
Fr
g
ks
P
R
So
u*
u’
v’
w’
x
y
z
zo
β
δ
κ
ν
Π
ρ
τo

log law integration constant
sediment diameter/grain size
Froude number
gravitational acceleration
Nikuradse roughness
pressure
hydraulic radius
channel slope
friction velocity
fluctuation of streamwise velocity
fluctuation of lateral velocity
fluctuation of vertical velocity
longitudinal distance
lateral distance
vertical distance
reference zero-plane displacement level
pressure gradient parameter
water flow depth
von Karman constant
kinematic viscosity
wake parameter
water density
bed shear stress
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